We prove that a rank d geometry satisfying the "Intersection Property" and belonging to the diagram
is the n-dimensional projective space of order s (see Buekenhout [1] or Tits [20, Proposition 6] ). The reader is referred to Buekenhout [2] for the precise statement of the Intersection Property (IP) (see also [8, Chap. 3] ). We recall here only that the Intersection Property roughly states that the elements of the geometry behave as points, lines, planes, and subspaces usually do; i.e., there is at most one line through two distinct points, at most one plane on three noncoUinear points, two subspaces meet in a subspace, etc... Sprague proved in [16] is necessarily a projective attenuated space; that is, the geometry of subspaces of a projective space which do not meet a given subspace W. We call W the exterior space of the projective attenuated space. In this paper we use Sprague's result to prove that a geometry, say 5 P, with the intersection property and belonging to the rank d diagram (Af" Ad_2 .N*) that is, the geometry defined below. DEFINITION 1.1. Let V be a hyperplane in a n-dimensional projective space PG(n, s) of order s, say U, and let W be a subspace of U, of projective dimension x < n -2. The geometry of subspaces of U which neither meet W nor are contained in V belongs to the above diagram (Af-A~_2. N*) with d=n-x and t =s x+l-1. We call this geometry an affine attenuated space.
We will prove the following result. The proof consists in defining a parallelism and thus elements 'at infinity' (see sections 2 and 3). These elements together with the elements of 5" give a geometry 5 P+ belonging to the diagram (Ad_l .N*) considered in [-16] . By the abovementioned result by Sprague, 50 + is a projective attenuated space (the properties of 9 °+ are discussed in Section 4). This implies that 50 is an affine attenuated space (see Section 5) .
Some open problems are discussed in Section 6, including those related to the rank 3 case (d= 3). Attenuated spaces can be described in other ways too; for instance, as follows:
Let V, W be vector spaces of dimensions d and x + 1, respectively, over the field GF(q). Let 5~(V, W) be the set of all pairs (X, f), where X is a subspace of V with X ¢ 0 and f: U ~ W is a linear mapping from U to W. Define an order on S°(V, W) stating that (X, f) ~< (Y, g) precisely when X c _ Y and g induces f on X. Then ~(V, W) is isomorphic to the projective attenuated space 5z defined in PG(d+x, q) selecting an x-dimensional subspace as exterior space. Clearly PG(d~-x, q) may be identified with the system of linear subspaces of VG W and W will play the role of exterior space. Indeed, every pair (X,f)~Sf(V,W) can be identified with the subspace Va-,s of VG W defined as Vx. s = {v + f(v) I v ~ X}. Furthermore Vx.fn W=0.
The isomorphism is now evident. When viewed as systems of linear subspaces of vector spaces as above, projective-attenuated spaces are sometimes called vector transversal designs (see Chap. 2] ). On the other hand, rhatrices representing linear mappings from V to W can also be considered as representing bilinear forms ~o: VO W~GF(q). When this interpretation is focused on, the geometry ~2(V, W) is also called the geometry of bilinearforms (see Huang [11] , for instance). This is in fact the most natural interpretation for projective attenuated spaces when they arise in the study of association schemes of bilinear forms (see Huang [ii]).
Other presentations of projective attenuated spaces can be found in Sprague [16] (see also Dunbar and Laskar [9] ). We only mention one of them, which is in fact nothing but the dual of the presentation we gave first.
Choose a proper subspace W of PG(n, s) and form a geometry 50* with all proper subspaces X of PG(n, s) such that X• W spans PG(n, s). The subspace W is sometimes called the subspace at infinity of 5 °*. When obtained in this way, projective attenuated spaces are often called d-nets [9, 10] , where d-1 is the dimension of W (clearly, affine spaces are obtained when W is a hyperplane). A d-class association scheme is naturally associated to every d-net [9] .
It is clear how affine attenuated spaces can be revisited from any of the above points of view.
Finally, we mention a nice construction for d-nets, due to Freeman and Laskar [10] . Let P=PG(d, pm) (p prime) and let H be a hyperplane of P, H= PG(d-1, pro). Let Ho be a projective space H 0 = PG(d-1, pt) embedded in H, with t a divisor of m (for instance, when d = 3 and m is even, Ho might be a Baer subplane of H). Consider the geometry 50 with elements the points of AG(d, pro) = p _ H and all i-subspaces X of P such that XnHo is an (i-1)-subspace of Ho (i= 1, 2, ..., d-l). Then 50 is a d-net, which can also be realized in PG(n, pt), with n=d+ l+m/t, choosing a (d-1)-subspace W as space at infinity.
Let P be a point of H0. Take the dual affine geometry Ho obtained from Ho dropping all subspaces containing P, and do as above, using/to in the role of H0. Then the dual of an affine attenuated space is obtained (with hyperplane at infinity containing the exterior space).
A different motivation to consider affine attenuated spaces is given by the following result, proved by the authors in [7] . Note that when s = 2 the above conclusion is true even if d = 3 or 4.
We have (possibly truncated) projective or affine geometries in case (1) and (2), respectively (see Buekenhout [1] ). In case (3), we have polar spaces (see Tits [20] ). Affine polar spaces and their quotients are the only possibility in (4) (see [4] ). We have projective attenuated spaces in (5) (see Sprague [16] ). Theorem 1.2 of this paper states that affine attenuated spaces are the only possibilities arising in (6) when s > 3 and d> 4. Hence, all geometries with (IP) arising in (L.Ad 2"PG) are classified, except for the case ofs~<3 or d~<4 in case (6) .
However, when d = 3 or 4, examples exist which are not included in the previous list (see [7] ).
PARALLELISM BETWEEN LINES
Throughout this paper 5~ will be as in Section 1 an (Af-A a 2.N*) geometry with d> 3 and s> 3. For i=0,..., d-1 the elements of the (i+ 1)th node will be called /-spaces; thus, when i=0, 1, 2 we have points, lines, and planes, respectively. If two points A and B are incident with the same line, we write A ~ B, and we say that A is collinear with B.
By the result of Sprague [16] mentioned in Section 1, the residue 5cA of a point A, is a projective attenuated space obtained from a projective space PA and a subspace WA of PA (exterior space of PA). We note that/-spaces of 5 ~ incident with a given point A appear in 5cA as (i-1)-spaces of 6PA; we refer to them as "(i-1)-spaces" of the residue ~A; where the quotation marks should avoid any confusion with (i-1)-spaces of the geometry 6 e itself. Similarly, we use double quotes for subspaces of PA" LEMMA 2.1. Let P be a point of 6e. On every plane 7r not on P, there is at least a point Q collinear with P.
Proof It is enough to prove that if there are two points P~ and P2 with P ~ P1 ~ P2 Erc then there is a point P'~ 7r with P,-~ P'.
We denote by ll and 12 the lines PP1 and PIP2, respectively. Consider in Pp2 the "plane" (n, 12) generated by the "line" n and the "point" 12. We have [(n, 12)c~ W~,:[ ~<1; otherwise n could not appear as an element of 5~. Hence there are at least two "lines" of Pp2 joining 12 to "points" of and not meeting We2. Choose one of them, say n2, and let l~ be the "point" n2 c~ n. We now apply the same argument to ll, P1, n2 in the roles of 12, P2, n. We obtain at least two planes nl, n'l on the line ll, meeting 7~ 2 in lines l], l~' respectively. At least one of l~, li' is not parallel to l~. Assume that l~ is not parallel to l~ and let Q = l] c~ l~. Clearly, Q ~ n and P,,~ Q (in n~). (ii) P is collinear with all points of re and coplanar with all lines of re excluding a pencil of parallel lines say ~(P, re).
(iii) P is collinear with all points of ~z but one, say C(P, ~), and is coplanar with all lines of ~ excluding the lines on C(P, re).
Proof If (i) does not hold, by Lemma 2.1 there is at least a point Q on n collinear with P. First we show that P is coplanar with all lines on Q but one. Let l be the line PQ. In PQ the "point" l and the "line" n are joined by a "plane" U meeting WQ in a "point," say/. Then P is coplanar with all lines of n through Q, excluding the line corresponding to the "point" that has in common with the "line" on l, /. Next we show that n has at most one point not collinear with P. By contradiction, if R1 and R 2 are two points of n not collinear with P, while Q is a point of n collinear with P (see Lemma2.1), then QR1 and QR2 would be two lines not coplanar with P, which contradicts what we proved above. Now the rest of the proof is obvious. ] LEMMA 2.3. Given a point P of 50 and a plane n ~ P, let ll and 12 be two parallel lines of n eoplanar with P and let ni (i= 1, 2) be the plane ( P, li). Then ~1 c~ ~2 is a line on P, parallel to 11 and 12 (in ~1 and n2, respeetively) .
Proof Let l; be the line on P in ni parallel to l~, i = 1, 2. Assume by contradiction l~ ~ l~. By Lemma 2.2 we have the following three cases.
Case (i). if P and n are in the same 3-space, say U, then U is an affine space containing ~z I and n2 and the statement follows.
Case (ii). If P is collinear with all points of n and coplanar with all lines of n excluding those of a pencil ~(P, n) of parallel lines, then Ii, l 2 ¢ ~-(P, re). Let r 2 be a line of n2 on P, different from l~. Since r 2 ~ rc = Q2 ~ 12, the line r2 is coplanar with all lines of rc through Q2 excluding the line in ~(P, n), say f(r2). In 7t~ we consider the line rl joining P and the point f(r2) c~ rt~. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that r2, which is not coplanar with rl, is coplanar with all other lines of rc~ through P, hence in particular is coplanar with 1]. We call ~ the plane on r2 and l].
Since s > 2, there is another line of re, say l, in the pencil of l~ and 12 which clearly is not in ~(P, ~r), so that there is a plane on this line and P, say ~zt.
In Pp the "line" rq and the "point" r 2 give a "plane" V containing all "lines" corresponding to planes of the geometry 5 e through r 2 and a line of rq different from rl and l]. Again since s> 2 we may choose two such planes. These planes contain lines of rc nonparallel to l (namely the lines on Q2 and the point of l~ on the line in which they meet Ttl). Thus they meet ~zt on lines. Therefore V contains at least two "points" corresponding to two lines of zc t, so that rt t ~ V. Since ~ c V, we deduce that the "lines" rt t and ~ are coplanar and thus they meet in Pp, or the two planes rt t and of 5 e meet in a line. This implies that ff meets the line/. Since ~ also meets the line 12 (in the point Q2), we obtain that ~nl~ is a point, say Qz. Therefore ff contains the line PQ~ of rq, which is a contradiction since already contains the line I'1 of rcj. The contradiction proves the statement in case (ii).
Case (iii). Let P be coplanar with all lines of 7z excluding those on a point C(P, ~). Since s > 3 there is in rc at least a line I parallel to I~ and l 2 and not on C(P, re). Now we can repeat the proof given in case (ii). | The next two corollaries are easy consequences of the previous lemmas. Proof If l is coplanar with both ll and 12, then the statement follows from the intersection property.
COROLLARY 2.4. If l is a line of a plane r~ not coplanar with a given point P ¢ 7r, then one of the following holds: (j) P is collinear with alI points of l and is not coplanar with each of the lines of rc parallel to I. (jj) P is collinear with all points of I except one, say f(P). The lines of 7z not copIanar with P are in a pencil with center f(P).

COROLLARY 2.5. If l is a line of a plane rc coplanar with a given point P ¢ ~, then P is coplanar with all lines of ~z parallel to l excluding at most
If l is coplanar with l~ but it is not coplanar with 12, then (see Corollary2.7) there is a line l' such that 1211l'11l, hence 11=12, by Lemma 2. Proof With the same notation as in Lemma 3.1 for points, planes, and lines, suppose l~' and l~' are not coplanar, and call ~r= (ll, 12), n---(l], l~). Since /1' is not eoplanar with 11, but is coplanar with l~', we have l'1 coplanar with every line of ~r~ parallel to but different from ll, by Lemma 2.5. We now distinguish two cases, according as 12 and l~ are coplanar or not. Case 1. Let 12 and l~ be not coplanar lines. Then l~ is coplanar with every line of ~r 2 parallel to but different from 12. In the projective space Pa where the residue ~ is embedded, ~r, 7rl, n2 generate a "plane", say U. If U does not meet Wa, then U is a 3-space in 5 P where I~' and 12' are coplanar, which is a contradiction. Therefore Un W a ~ ~; then U meets W a in a "point", say /. This implies that l 1 is coplanar with all lines on A of ~z 2 excluding the line corresponding to the "point" n2c~ (ll, [), say lo2. Since 11 and 12 are coplanar, lo2 ~ 12, thus lo2 meets l~' in a point, say Ao2.
= A" of 12 are coplanar with 11. The remaining points A12, A22 ..... As 1,2 " It follows from Corollary 2.4 that Ao2 (which is not coplanar with ll, l~') is collinear with all points of ~1 and not coplanar with all lines of ~1 parallel to 11 ; while Ai2, i= 1 ..... s--2, (which is coplanar with 11 but not with l~') is not collinear with exactly one point A a of I~'. Clearly A a is the center of the pencil of lines in rq not coplanar with Ai2.
Let Iu, j=l, 2, be the line of r% on Au parallel to l= (A,A") (i = 1, ..., s -2). Clearly I;1 and 1,-2 are not coplanar.
For j = 1, 2, lj is coplanar with all lines of ~% parallel to but different from lj. Hence, if we fix apoint A"v~A, A" of/, then the lines l~'lj on A", which are parallel to l~, 12 in the planes rq, 7172 are coplanar with l], l~, respectively.
Let -/o2 = lo2 m [~'. Clearly there is a value of i= 1, ..., s-2 such that 102 ~ la = A02. Since -/o2 ~ I;2, the point -/02 is not coplanar with la. On the other hand, -~o2 E lo2, thus -/o2 is not coplanar with the lines of rq parallel to 11, this contradicts Lemma 2.2 and proves the statement in Case 1.
Case 2. If 12 and l~ are coplanar, the proof goes exactly as in case 1 till when we have to fix A". Then l~ is coplanar with all lines of rc 2 parallel to but different from 12, excluding at most one. Therefore there may exist on l a point different from A and A" which cannot be chosen. However, since s> 3, there is at least another one which can be chosen to complete the proof. II Proof By Lemma 3.2, we may assume lj coplanar with lj (j = I, 2). Set ~%= (1i, lj), (j= 1, 2).
First we consider the case of a line 13crq not on B. If the point A = ll ~ l 3 is coplanar with the line c2 of ~2 on the point C = 12 n 13 parallel to the line (B, B'), then the plane on A and this line meets ~z' in a line parallel to 13 (see Lemma 3.3). If A is not coplanar with e2, then since A is coplanar with (B, B') and collinear with C, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that A is coplanar with every line of rc 2 on C different from c2, and with every line of Tc 2 parallel to (B, B') and different from c2. We choose a line d:~c 2 of n2 parallel to (B,B') and we consider the points D=d~12, D'= dc~ l~, thus A is coplanar with d and with (C, D'). In the residue 5PD,, the "lines" if= (A, C, D') and n' meet the "lines" 7~ 2 and ~= (A, d) which are coplanar lines (since they meet in the "point" (D, D')). Hence 7~ and n' are coplanar "lines" and so they meet in a "point" of 5rA. This "point" represents a line of the plane n' parallel to 13, by Lemma 3.3.
To prove the statement for a line 13 on B we only have to replace l 2 with any line not on B. | Now we prove a similar result for the case when ll and l 2 are not coplanar. Proof By Lemma 3.2, we may assume there are planes nj= (lj, lj), j= 1, 2. The line of nl on A = ll c~ 13 parallel to (B, B') meets l'1 in a point, say A'. The point C = l 2 c~ 13 is not coplanar with ll, but is collinear with A, thus C is coplanar with (A, A'). Lemma 2.8 implies that the line on C parallel to (A, A') in n3 = (A, A', C) is exactly the line on C parallel to (B, B') in n2. Hence this line meets I~ in a point, say C'. We will show, by contradiction, that l~ = (A, C') is parallel to 13.
If l~ is not parallel to 13, let [3 be the line of n3 on A parallel to l~. We denote by /2 the line of n2 on B and C=(C,C')c~f 3. Since A is not coplanar with the line 12 of n2 and is collinear with B, then A is coplanar with the line /2 (see Lemma 2.2). The line 11 parallel to l] and the line [3 parallel to l~ are in 7T = (A, B, C); thus there is a line parallel to l~ in 7T, by Lemma 3.4. Then we would have on B two lines parallel to l~, namely l 2 and the above mentioned line of 7L This contradicts Lemma 2.8. |
We are now able to define parallelism on planes. Two planes n and n' are said to be parallel when there are two meeting lines on n which are parallel to two meeting lines of n', respectively. Then every line of n will have parallel lines in n', and parallelism is defined like in an affine space.
By induction a parallelism on /-spaces (i= 1 ..... d-1) is similarly defined. We denote by 5e + the structure obtained from 5 e adding the elements at infinity. It is immediately seen that points and lines of 5e + form a partial plane. In this section we exhibit the characteristic properties of 5e +. The elements of 5e and the elements at infinity will be said "ordinary" elements and "ideal" elements, respectively.
LEMMA 4.1. Given a point A and a line l of S~ + with A¢l, then A is collinear with all points of l, excluding at most one.
Proof The following four cases occur: Case 1. Let A and l be both ordinary elements. If rc is any plane on l, Lemma 2.2 implies that A is collinear with all ordinary points of n, excluding at most one, call it B.
When B does not exist, or when B ¢ l, then A can only be non-collinear with the ideal point of l and the statement is true.
When B e l, then A is coplanar with all ordinary lines of n, excluding those on B, by Lemma 2.2. In particular, A is coplanar with a line of n parallel to l, thus A is collinear with the ideal point of/.
Case 2. Let A be an ordinary point, and let l be an ideal line. Then l is the set of ideal points of the lines of a plane re. Now the statement follows from Lemma 2.2, since A is coplanar with all lines of n, excluding at most the lines ofa pencil.
Case 3. Let A be an ideal point, and let l be an ordinary line. We may assume there is a point C in l not incident with lines containing A, since otherwise the statement is true. We fix a line m on A and a plane rc on m. Clearly C ~ n and is coplanar with all lines of n, excluding those parallel to m, by Lemma 2.2. If n is a line of n not parallel to m and n' --(C, n ), then l is coplanar with all lines of 7z' on C, excluding at most one. Hence, l is coplanar with at least a line, say r, of 7t' not parallel to n. The line m is coplanar with all lines on the point B = n c~ r of the plane ff = (B, l), excluding at most one. Therefore m is coplanar with all points of l excluding at.most one (which may be also an ideal point). This implies that on all points of l, excluding at most one, there is a line having A as an ideal point. Every line joining an ordinary point P of a line I i with an ordinary point of a line lj, i ~j, meets l~, by Lemma 3.5. On the other hand, P is collinear with all ordinary points of Ij excluding at most one, by Lemma 4.1 (since is collinear with the ideal point A by assumption).
If P is collinear with every ordinary point of li, case 1 implies that P is coplanar with lj and the plane (P, lj) contains A and I. Therefore we have the statement.
By contradiction suppose that for every point P ~ li there is a point of l~ and of each lj, j ~ i) not collinear with P. The structure whose points are the s 2 ordinary points on the lines l~ has s 2 lines and there are exactly s lines on every point. This structure is obtained from an affine plane deleting a parallelism class, which correspond to an ideal point of l~. That ideal point of l~ would be collinear with no point of li, for every i = 1 ..... s. This contradicts Lemma 4.1.
Case 3. Let A be an ordinary point, and let l be an ideal line. We choose a point B on l and we consider the line l'= (A, B). By assumption A and B are collinear with all points of/. The remaining s-1 (ordinary) points of l' are collinear with all points of l, excluding at most one, by Lemma 4.1. Furthermore, each of the s points of l different from B is collinear with all points of l' excluding at most one. Therefore, there is at least a point of l different from B which is collinear with every point of l'. Case 2 now yields the statement.
Case 4. Let A and l be both ideal elements. It follows from case 2 that in every/-space (i i> 2) on I there is at most one point not collinear with A. If r is a 3-space containing l, then there is a plane n of £" on l such that every point of n is collinear with A.
Let P be a point of n. We denote by B~ .... , Bs+ 1 the points of l and we consider bi = (P, Bi) (i = 1 ..... s + 1 ), a = (P, A ). Since every point of bi is collinear with A, there is the plane n~= (a, b~) (i= 1 ..... s+ 1). Therefore, in 5~e and thus in Pp the "point" a is collinear with the "points" bi of n. Hence there is in Pe the "plane" (a, n), and this "plane" cannot meet We, because the planes n~ exist. This implies that such a "plane" also exists in 5"e, so that there is a 3-space Z", generated by the lines a, b~, ..., bs+a and therefore containing A and/. Since A and l are in the ideal plane of ~r', we have the statement. | The Pasch axiom holds for the structure 5 P+, as the following proposition shows. Set n 2 = (C, n). Since D is collinear with E and not coplanar with the line l' = (A, E), by Lemma 2.2 D is coplanar with all other lines on E in n2. Similarly, since B is collinear with C and not coplanar with l', the point B is coplanar with all other lines on C in ha. Thus we can find a point P e n such that (P, E) is coplanar with D and (P, C) is coplanar with B.
The Pasch axiom holds in the residue 5~e embedded in Pp, so that the "lines" (P, D, E) and (P, B, C) meet in a "point". Thus the corresponding planes (P,D,E) and (P, B, C) meet in a line, say r. Let X= (D, E) n r and let Y= (B, C) n r, we have to prove that X= Y. Let a= (P, A), l~ = (B, P) and l'~ = (C, P). Again by Lemma 4.1, the point O is collinear with all but at most one of the ordinary points of a. Similarly, E is collinear with all but at most one of the ordinary points of a. Since a has at least four ordinary points (indeed s>3), there is an ordinary point Q on a collinear with both D and E and different from P. Let 12= (D, Q) and let l~= (E, Q). By Case6 applied to the configurations A, P, Q, B, D and A, P, Q, C, E we see that 1~ meets 12 and I'1 meets l;. The points F= ll n 12 and F' = It n l~ are in the plane 7z; hence they are collinear. Let n be the (ordinary) line joining F with F'. By Case 5 applied to the configurations P, F, F', B, C and Q, F, F', D, E we see that n meets both m and m'. The points G = n n m and G'= n nm' are ideal points of the line n. Hence G = G', since an ordinary line has just one ideal point. Therefore G = m nm'. l A subset of the pointset of 5 a ÷ is said to be a singular subspace of <9° ÷ if it consists of pairwise collinear points and contains all the lines pairwise joining its points. It is easy to see that ideal subspaces of SP + are singular subspaces of 5 e ÷. Proof Let U + be the subset of the pointset of ~+ obtained adding to a subspace U of 5 # all the ideal points of the lines of U. We shall prove that two points P and Q of u + are always collinear. Case 1. If P and Q are ordinary points, they are in the affine space U hence they are coUinear and the line <P, Q) is contained in U +.
Case 2. If P is an ordinary point and Q is an ideal point, then for every line q on Q, the point P is collinear with all points of q excluding at most one, by Lemma 4.2. Let B be a point of q such that the line b = <P, B ) exists. By Lemma 4.1 on b there is at least an ordinary point, say C, collinear with Q. Clearly (see Case 1) C also is collinear with all ordinary points of q. Therefore C and q are coplanar, by Lemma 4.2. This shows that P is also coplanar with q and thus is collinear with Q, clearly the line <P, Q) is contained in U +.
Case 3. If P and Q are both ideal points, let/5 be an ordinary point of a line p on P. By Case 2, /5 is collinear with Q and any ordinary point Q ¢ P of the line (_P, Q ) is collinear with all points of p, by Case 2, hence is coplanar with p, by Lemma 4.2. Thus Q is collinear with P and the line (P, Q), as ideal line of the plane (p, q), is contained in U +. | It is not difficult to see that the only singular subspaces of 5e + are either ideal subspaces or subspaces obtained adding to a subspace of ~ its ideal points.
END OF THE PROOF
In this section we shall prove that the singular spaces of 5 e+ give a geometry belonging to the diagram (Aa I"N*)
First of all we observe that every singular subspaces of 5 e + is a projective space of order s, since every line has s + 1 points, any two points are collinear and Pasch axiom holds (see Lemma 4.3) . In order to prove that the residue of a (d-3)-space of 5# + is a dual net, with parameters s, t we need the following two lemmas. is a singular subspace of 50 + Proof If two points A, B of (P, U) are on the same line on P, trivially the line (A, B) is contained in (P, U). If the line (P, A ) is different from the line (P, B), then the two points A' = (P, A ) n U and B' = (P, B) c~ U are different and (A', B') is a line contained in U. Hence the assumption implies that P is collinear with all points of (A', B' ), so that P is coplanar with (A', B'), by Lemma 4.2.
In the plane (P, A', B') the points A and B are then collinear and the line (A, B) consists of points which are on lines on P meeting (A', B') and thus meeting U. Therefore the line (A, B) is all contained in (P, U). This gives the statement. | To complete the proof that 5 ~ + is a geometry belonging to the diagram (Ad_ ~" N*) it remains to prove the following: By the results in [16] , we deduce that 5 e+ is an attenuated projective space. Therefore 5e is an affine attenuated space, that is, the geometry of Definition 1.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
A FEW PROBLEMS
Problem 6.1. The assumption d> 3 was used only twice in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
(1) We needed d> 3 in order to be sure that Sprague's Theorem [16] applies to the residues of the points of 5 ~. However, if d= 3 we might explicitly assume that the dual nets arising as residues of points of 6e are embeddable in some PG(n, s), Then, they must be projective attenuated spaces of rank 2, by [6] , and we can go on with our proof as well, except for what follows. It is natural to ask if there is any way to avoid case 4 of Lemma 4.2, in order to have a proof also working in the case d= 3. Remark 6.2. As a corollary of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following result.
Let 5P be a geometry satisfying (IP) However, a result stronger than this has been recently obtained by L. Van Nypelseer and C. Lef6vre [15, 14, 21] with a different proof; their proof uses the fact that the dual nets appearing on the right hand side of the diagram now are specialized as dual affine planes. Indeed, they obtain the same conclusion as above, even if d = 3 and s = 2, 3, or oo are allowed. Are these properties enough to characterize point-line systems of projective attenuated spaces?
Another related problem is the next one. Replace (1) with the following:
(1)~ given a line l and a point P not in l, P is collinear with either all or precisely ~ of the points of I.
It is likely that, if (1)~, (2), and (3) hold and all lines are assumed to have the same size s+1<o% then ct=l, s, or s+l are the only possibilities for ~, apart from a few exceptional small examples, possibly (compare with Theorem 1.3 and with Thas [18] ). Note that, when ~ = 1, then (1)~ is just the well known Buekenhout-Shult axiom for polar spaces [3] .
